Increased energy efficiency with AC Synchronous motor drive and regeneration
gives 30 to 50 % lower battery consumption.
Patented SAE safety system optimizes the
capacity and helps the driver to avoid
accidents.
High flexibility by change of tools
Long loads in narrow spaces is the main
advantage for Maxtruck 2T

Electric four wheel forklift with Omni-directional drive make it easy to handle long loads
(6m) and bulky loads without any risk for accident or damages on equipment, load or
personal in vicinity.
Maxtruck 2T can handle loads up to 2000 kg and heights up to 4.2 meters.
By tool change it can be used as a boom lift for service works or as a pick truck.
With special tools it can go into stock areas used by narrow trucks with aisle width of
1600 mm.
Features with Maxtruck 2T
Operator comfort
Low steep in and out. Ergonomic seat and pedal positions.
Adjustable control panel positions for best possible operator comfort.
Clear view without mast in front means 100% visibility during operation.
Electric controlled position control steering with 0,1 degree precision.
Information display for driver information.
Easy drive operation by electronic break with regeneration and forward reverse
switch.
 All drive function on left control panel for comfortable use.







Productivity
 Synchronous AC motor front wheel drive provides smooth acceleration and
excellent travel and torque performance with high efficiency. With the
regenerative breaking in traction system a comfortable load handling is obtained.
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 SAE safety system on board maximizes the use and helps the driver for maximum
productivity.
 Direct drive in any direction and zero turning Radius makes it movable on small
spaces.
 The 2.5 meters reach in front of the forklift increase the productivity and
eliminate the need for longer forks when unloading pallets from a truck.
 Battery capacity is well enough for two shift operation.
 Easy change of battery in less than two minutes makes it suitable for continuous
operation.
 Long goods are easy to handle in narrow paths due to all direction drive.
 Tool change make the Maxtruck 2T flexible for different work during the day an
optimizing the use of the investment.
 Long service intervals increase the productivity.
Maintenance free electric motors and controls
By new synchronous AC motor drive in all system improves the efficiency in Maxtruck
2T compared with normal AC asynchronous motor drive. Gives following advantages.
 Up to 15 % higher energy efficiency on nominal motor speeds and even higher
efficiency at low motor speeds when using speed or torque control.
 High torque and low heat dissipation from motors during drive.
 Total maintenance free motors without any brushes.
 Motor enclosure IP 54.
Safety for the operator and ambient personal
 Safety system SAE control the lifting and operation so it always stays within safe
conditions.
 Full visibility during drive for the driver avoids accidents or collusions.
 Display presents the weight of the handling goods to inform driver during lift.
 Drive speed is limited by the SAE system depending on weight, height and
inclination.
 Strong overhead guard protecting the driver during operation.
 Mechanical parking break with summer and warning horn helping the driver in
all situations.
 Service break with regeneration process and extra mechanical foot break if
emergency.
 Low centre of gravidity gives optimum stability.
 All wheel steering gives optimal direction control on small spaces.
 Electronic and hydraulic overload control.
 Traction control ensures optimum torque on the two drive motors.
 Emergency shutdown button easy accessible on Display panel.
 Reliable data transfer via CAN open safety system according ISO 13849-1.
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For more info please contact us on address below or visit our homepage
www.maxtruck2t.se
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